Automatic diagnosis is one of the most important parts in the expert system of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), and in recent years, it has been studied widely. Most of the previous researches are based on well-structured datasets which are manually collected, structured and normalized by TCM experts. However, the obtained results of the former work could not be directly and effectively applied to clinical practice, because the raw free-text clinical records differ a lot from the well-structured datasets. They are unstructured and are denoted by TCM doctors without the support of authoritative editorial board in their routine diagnostic work. Therefore, in this paper, a novel framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw free-text clinical records for clinical practice is proposed and investigated for the first time. A series of appropriate methods are attempted to tackle several challenges in the framework, and the Naïve Bayes classifier and the Support Vector Machine classifier are employed for TCM automatic diagnosis. The framework is analyzed carefully. Its feasibility is validated through evaluating the performance of each module of the framework and its effectiveness is demonstrated based on the precision, recall and F-Measure of automatic diagnosis results.
Introduction
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is becoming a complementary medical theory to western medicine, and it has been gradually accepted and used all around the world [1] [2] [3] . Moreover, Data Mining and Machine Learning methods have been applied more than ever before in the field of TCM in recent years to capture regularities from the experience accumulated in the past thousands of years [4] [5] [6] to support the TCM experts in clinical research and decision-making.
Most existing work focused on establishing a TCM diagnosis expert system based on manually collected, structured and/or normalized datasets (known as well-structured datasets or experimental datasets) [7] [8] [9] . However, the existing work of automatic diagnosis systems, or rather the established TCM expert systems, utilizing the well-structured datasets could not be directly and effectively applied to clinical practice, due to the big difference between the well-structured datasets and the raw free-text clinical records (FCRs) . As the basis and the most important reference resources for clinical diagnosis, raw TCM FCRs are unstructured and they are denoted by TCM doctors without the support of authoritative editorial board in their routine diagnostic work. The same concept in raw TCM FCRs may be described in several terms (e.g. the phenomena of ''one symptom with different names" [10] ) owing to different experience and background of TCM doctors.
Structuring and normalizing these raw TCM FCRs manually are tedious, time consuming, and costly, and at the same time, it would also result in error-prone. Therefore, a huge volume of TCM FCRs, which contains a larger amount of information than well-structured datasets, could not be efficiently and effectively utilized [6] . Consequently, a new framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs directly demands to be developed for clinical practice. The framework would not only offer a referable way to automatically process the raw TCM FCRs for TCM researchers, but also automatically and effectively guide the TCM practitioners in clinical diagnosis processes.
Four main challenges in such a framework have to be tackled in advance:
(1) How to automatically structure the raw TCM FCRs, e.g. recognizing symptom names from the raw TCM FCRs. (2) How to process and use the other information contained in raw TCM FCRs, i.e. the fragments except the symptom names in raw TCM FCRs which may contain the information about attack time of the symptoms, western medical metrics, environment conditions of the symptoms caused, etc. and could support the clinical diagnosis. (3) How to obtain high quality and valuable clinical evidence for clinical diagnosis, i.e. normalizing recognized symptom names, processing the fragments except the symptom names in the transcripts into segments which could contain semantic unit, and selecting features (i.e. the normalized symptom names and the other information). (4) How to use the selected (or filtered) features to automatic diagnosis.
There has been no researcher attempting to solve these problems systematically [6] . Hence, in this paper, focusing our attention on the characteristics of the raw TCM FCRs (introduced in Section 2), a novel framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs for clinical practice is proposed (in Section 3) and investigated (in Section 4). Counting on Natural Language Processing, Data Mining and Machine Learning methods, a series of methods are tried in order to tackle the challenges existing in the framework and investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of the framework.
The characteristics of raw TCM free-text clinical records
The transcripts of patients' symptoms in raw TCM FCRs are different a lot from the common texts which are noted by normal Chinese language. The transcripts are denoted by TCM doctors according to the descriptions of physical conditions dictated by patients and the results after the four basic diagnosis procedures (i.e. inspection, olfaction and auscultation, interrogation and palpation) [11] , and they have their own noting styles. The contents of the transcripts in raw TCM FCRs are narrative, classical-Chinese-like, and often nonstandard. Getting a clear understand of these characteristics of the transcripts in raw TCM FCRs is very helpful in finding appropriate ways to solve the challenges existing in the framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs. Therefore, they are summarized and described as follows.
Narrative form
Most of the transcripts in raw TCM FCRs are written by TCM doctors in narrative form, i.e. several event descriptions of symptoms are represented in-between the sentences of the transcripts. Taking an example, the transcript ''昨日肠鸣, 失气多, 心中不适, 早晨 大便提早, 头昏, 苔薄, 足转筋, 脉细." (Yesterday, the patient had borborygmus and more farting, and his/her heart was uncomfortable. In this morning, the patient had a bowel movement earlier than before and felt dizziness. The patient is coated tongue thin, feet going into spasms and pulse fine.), in which ''昨日肠鸣, 失气多, 心 中不适" (Yesterday, the patient had borborygmus and more farting, and his/her heart was uncomfortable.) and ''早晨大便提早, 头昏" (In this morning, the patient had a bowel movement earlier than before and felt dizziness.) are two event descriptions of symptoms denoted by the TCM doctor according to the physical conditions dictated by the patient.
Concise and classical-Chinese-like style
The basic theory of TCM has been founded thousands years. Some traditional and specific habits to describe and record the descriptions of symptoms of patients in clinical diagnosis process are handed down. Thus the transcripts often have the concise and classical-Chinese-like style [12] , i.e. the words or phrases used in the transcripts are often short and abbreviate -in other words, some characters in a word or some words in a phrase in the transcripts might be dropped or replaced by brief forms, when their brief forms have been clearly understood by TCM doctors. For example, in the transcript ''胃脘胀满, 引两胁胀, 早晨4-5点尤甚" (The patient had a sense of gastric cavity distension, this sense caused his/her two flank distended, and it was especially serious between 4 and 5 o'clock in the morning), ''引" (cause) and ''尤甚" (especially serious) are, respectively, two brief forms of ''引起" (cause) and ''尤其严重" (especially serious) which might be used normally.
Nonstandard description
Because different TCM doctors have their own experience and background and the raw TCM FCRs are denoted by TCM doctors on a day to day basis without any unified standard, one concept, especially symptoms, in the transcripts might be represented by TCM doctors in various terms [10] . For instance, ''引胸痛" (lead to stethalgia) can be replaced with ''引胸疼痛" (lead to stethalgia) as well as ''引胸部痛" (lead to stethalgia) by different TCM doctors.
In addition, various kinds of punctuations are used in the transcripts by TCM doctors also without any restrictions. The same punctuation used in different positions in the transcripts might have types of usages, such as the period ''." which could be used as a mark of the end of a sentence, a short form of a word or a decimal point.
The framework of automatic diagnosis utilizing raw TCM FCRs for clinical practice
The workflow of automatic diagnosis of TCM using well-structured datasets usually consists of two main processes [5] : (1) selecting features (or variables), which is used to discover more valuable clinical evidence from the features contained in the well-structured datasets; (2) training or constructing a classifier (such as Naïve Bayes classifier, Bayesian Network classifier [7] , Support Vector Machine [13] , etc.) based on the selected features, and then classifying a new inputted well-structured data into syndromes by the trained classifier.
Referring to the workflow of automatic diagnosis of TCM using well-structured datasets and considering the characteristics of raw TCM FCRs, a novel framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs for clinical practice is designed. It not only includes the two processes mentioned above, but also, more importantly, takes TCM symptom name recognition and normalization processes and other information usage modes into account. Its architecture (see Fig. 1 ) is primarily composed of four components that:
(1) FCRs analysis module, which is mainly used to recognize the TCM symptom names and handle the problem how other information to be used. (2) Normalization module, which would provide normalized symptom names for the following modules. (3) Feature selection module, which is used to evaluate the worth of the extracted features (i.e. recognized symptom names and processed other information) for automatic diagnosis and then filter out the features which have less diagnosis information to improve the performance of automatic diagnosis. (4) Training and diagnosing module, which involves the training of a diagnosis model based on the filtered features and then using the trained model to predict an appropriate diagnosis result for a new inputted clinical record.
The detailed roles and necessity of these modules in the framework are introduced as follows, and at the same time, several reasonable methods for each module are introduced.
FCRs analysis module
The basic evidence for TCM diagnosing is symptoms of disease, and its descriptions are contained in-between the sentences of the transcripts. And except the symptom names, there is also some other information in the transcripts (i.e. the segments except the symptom names in the transcripts of raw TCM FCRs which may include the information about attack time of the symptoms, western medical metrics, and environment conditions, etc. and could support the clinical diagnosis), and it is used as additional information to further depict the symptoms. Consequently, a FCRs analysis module should be included in the framework. It would perform the tasks that recognizing the TCM symptom names and processing the other information in raw TCM FCRs.
In this paper, the processes of FCRs analysis module are that: (1) segmenting the transcripts in raw TCM FCRs into sub-sentences; (2) recognizing symptom names from the sub-sentences (two types of symptom name recognition method are investigated and introduced below) and processing other information segments based on the characteristics of raw TCM FCRs.
Sub-sentence segmentation
Several methods for sub-sentence segmentation have been proposed in the field of Natural Language Processing, and the problem of sub-sentence segmentation is often treated as recognizing punctuations from sentences (i.e. discovering which punctuations in the sentences are used to mark the end of sub-sentences and which are not). For example, distinguishing what the usage of a period ''." in a sentence -is it used to mark the end of a sentence, be the short form of a word, or be a decimal point symbol?
However, there is a slight difference between the ordinary tasks and segmenting the transcripts in that full and half width letter mode punctuations (i.e. Chinese and English punctuations) are used freely in the transcripts of raw TCM FCRs. Therefore, in this paper, they are unified firstly. The Chinese punctuations are changed into their corresponding English mode. Then the GENIA tagger [14] [15] [16] , which is a widely used tagger for biomedical text, is employed to detect the English punctuations which are used to mark the end of the sub-sentences in the transcripts.
Dictionary-based method
Referring to a symptom name dictionary, the symptom names would be exactly matched from the segmented sub-sentences based on a maximum match algorithm. The procedure of the algorithm is that:
Given a sub-sentence SubSent = ''c 1 c 2 . . .c n '', where c j is the jth character in SubSent, j e [1, n] and n is the number of characters in SubSent, the symptom name(s) in SubSent would be recognized through the procedure:
(1) For m = 1-n, do: Taking an example, through scanning the sub-sentence ''腹中有 肠鸣音" (a borborygmus in the abdomen), two potential symptom names ''肠鸣" (borborygmus) and ''肠鸣音" (borborygmus) could be matched according to the symptom name dictionary, but based on the maximum matching algorithm, the longer one ''肠鸣音" (borborygmus) (i.e. a maximum matched symptom name in ''腹中有肠鸣 音") would be regarded as the recognized symptom name in this sub-sentence.
Because the contents of the transcripts are concise, after recognizing the symptom names, most of the segments except the recognized symptom names of the sub-sentences have been individual words, phrases, or semantic fragments. For instance, in a sub-sentence ''腹中有肠鸣音" (a borborygmus in the abdomen), after recognizing the symptom name ''肠鸣音" (borborygmus) the rest segment ''腹中有" (in the abdomen) is already a semantic fragment to indicate an additional diagnosis information. Therefore, the fragments except the recognized symptom names of the sub- (1) ? (2) ? (3) ? (4) ? (5) describes the process of using the trained model to predict a syndrome for a new clinical disease description inputted by a TCM doctor.
sentences in the transcripts are treated as other information directly.
Bigram-based method
Dictionary-based method could accurately recognized most symptom names which have been included in the symptom name dictionary. However, in clinical practice, a large amount of new symptom names would appear during routine diagnostic work of TCM doctors due to the nonstandard characteristic of symptom names. Thus manually maintaining such a symptom name dictionary is also time-consuming, tedious, and costly.
In addition, some fragments taken as other information in the dictionary-based method could be broken into more detailed additional diagnosis information. In other words, long fragments except the recognized symptom names in the transcripts may cause information loss. For example, the fragment ''早晨4-5点尤 甚" (especially serious between 4 and 5 o'clock in the morning) could be broken into three kinds of detailed additional diagnosis information that ''早晨" (in the morning, which indicate the attack time of the symptom), ''4-5点" (between 4 and 5 o'clock, which indicate more accurate attack time of the symptom), and ''尤甚" (especially serious, which indicate the incidence degree of the symptom). The best way to cope with this problem is to recognize the detailed information from these fragments or segment these fragments into words. However, due to the classical-Chinese-like characteristic of raw TCM FCRs, automatically segmenting the transcripts into words is dramatically difficult not to mention recognize the detailed information from these fragments. Thus a bigram-based method is investigated, which is a popular method of Natural Language Processing for Chinese [17] . It divides the sub-sentences of a transcript into a list of Chinese character bigrams. Consequently the symptom names or their bigrams are mixed with the bigrams of other information in the bigram list. The hidden symptom names would be recognized as soon as they are normalized in the normalization module based on an investigated method introduced in Section 3.2.2, and the other bigrams except the recognized symptom names would be treated as other information.
Normalization module
Owing to the nonstandard characteristic of symptom names in raw TCM FCRs, a normalization module is essential to be included in the framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs. After the processes of this module, the recognized symptom names are normalized, and this refined diagnosis information would improve accuracy of the automatic diagnosis results. Although symptoms may be described by TCM doctors in several different names due to the different experience and background each TCM doctor has, symptom names which represent the same symptom usually have literal similarity. According to this attribute, several TCM symptom name normalization methods have been proposed in [10] , and the literal similarity metric introduced in [10] is more suitable to be used in the framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs for clinical practice.
Therefore, based on the ideas of literal similarity metric described in [10] and focusing on the two types of outputs generated by dictionary-based and bigram-based method which are introduced in Section 3.1, two types of symptom name normalization methods for clinical practice are designed in this paper. SmithWaterman distance literal similarity metric (SWD) is used in our experiments. This metric could achieve the best normalization results among literal similarity metrics, and its threshold is set to 0.7 in this paper (because according to the results reported in [10] , when the threshold is assigned to 0.7, relatively better precision, recall, and F-Measure would be obtained by SWD). The details of the investigated symptom name normalization methods are described as follows.
Normalizing symptom names generated by dictionary-based method
After the process of dictionary-based FCRs analysis method, each transcript would be converted to a symptom name and other information segment list denoted as SNOISegList = {SympSeg 1 , . . ., SympSeg n , OthInfSeg 1 , . . ., OthInfSeg m }, where SympSeg i is the ith recognized symptom name in the list, i e [0, n], n is the number of recognized symptom names in the transcript, and OthInfSeg j is the jth other information segment detected by dictionary-based method, j e [0, m] and m is the number of other information segments detected from the transcript. Based on a standard symptom name dictionary (StdSympDic = {StdSymp k , where k e [1, K] and K is the number of standard symptom names in StdSympDic}) (in this paper, the standard symptom name dictionary is manually constructed by TCM experts), the recognized symptom names in each SNOISegList would be normalized after the processes introduced below.
( a great possibility to appear simultaneously, they would have a greater chance to appear in the same clinical record in the future", in this paper, the potential normalized symptom name combination which had the greatest possibility to appear simultaneously are chosen as the normalized result. The possibility of each PotNormSympNComb p is measured by the combination value CombValue p , and
where StdComb q is the qth standard symptom name combination in a standard symptom name combination dataset (in this paper, the standard symptom name combination dataset is extracted from a standard prescription dataset). If there is a tie, one of the potential normalized symptom name combinations having the highest combination value would be chosen randomly as the normalized result.
Normalizing symptom names hidden in the bigram lists generated by bigram-based method
Each transcript in raw TCM FCRs would be converted to a bigram list by bigram-based method, and the generated bigram lists would include the symptom names or their bigrams which are mixed with the bigrams of other information. In order to recognize the symptom names and distinguish them from the bigrams of other information, a particular and feasible symptom name normalization method is investigated in this paper. The normalization method would automatically recognize the symptom names which are hidden in the bigram lists as soon as normalize these hidden symptom names. The processes of this method are presented below. Then, for SubSentBigram i , neighboring bigrams in it could be combined and merged into one string, thus several possible bigram combination lists would be generated. For example, based on the bigram list ''肌肤, 肤甲, 甲错", four possible bigram combination lists would be got (''肌肤, 肤甲, 甲错", ''肌肤甲, 甲错", ''肌肤, 肤甲 错", and ''肌肤甲错"). The possible bigram combination lists of SubSent i are maintained by a set denoted as BigramCombListSet i . Consequently, through selecting one possible bigram combination list from each combination list set, P candidate splitting forms of Transcript would be generated, and the pth candidate splitting form is denoted as CandSplitForm p = {candsplitform i , i e [ For each element seg t in CandSplitFormComb p and each StdSymp k in StdSympDic which is a standard symptom name dictionary and mentioned in Section 3.2.1, if SWD(seg t , StdSymp k ) P0.7, then seg t would be treated as a potential symptom name denoted as PotSympSeg u (because when the similarity is greater than 0.7, the element has a greater possibility to be normalized by the standard symptom name, in other words, it is more like a symptom name),
where t e [1, T] , T is the number of elements in CandSplitFormComb p , u e [0, U] and U is the number of potential symptom names detected in CandSplitFormComb p . And StdSymp k would be regard as a potential standard form of PotSympSeg u and added into a potential normalized symptom name set PotNormSympSegSet u corresponding to PotSympSeg u .
Through selecting one potential normalized symptom names from each potential normalized symptom name sets of CandSplitFormComb p and based on the P candidate splitting forms, Q potential normalized symptom name combinations could be generated, and the qth potential normalized symptom name combination is denoted as PotNormSympNComb q , where
According to the intuition ''if the symptom names have a great possibility appearing in the same record, they would have a greater possibility to appear in the same record in the future" which has been mentioned before, the potential normalized symptom name combination which had the greatest possibility to appear simultaneously would be chosen as the normalized result. And the possibility of each PotNormSympNComb q is measured by the combination value CombValue q , and CombValue q could be also computed by Eq. (3.1). If there is a tie, one of the potential normalized symptom name combination would be chosen randomly as the normalized result. The corresponding potential symptom names of the best potential normalized symptom name combination would be treated as the recognized symptom names in Transcript.
Referring to the representation described in Section 3.1.2, the other elements except recognized symptom names in the corresponding possible bigram combination of the best potential normalized symptom name combination would be re-divided into bigrams. And these bigrams would be treated as other information.
Feature selection module
After the processes of FCRs analysis module and normalization module, a large amount of features (i.e. normalized symptom names and the other information segments) would be obtained. Feature selection should be follow-onto evaluate the worth of the extracted features and filter out the features which have less diagnosis information to improve the performance of automatic diagnosis. In this paper, three classical feature selection methods (i.e. Document Frequency method, Mutual Information method, and Information Gain method) are investigated.
Document Frequency method
Document Frequency (DF) [18] of a unique feature in raw TCM FCRs is the number of clinical records in which this unique feature occurs. The intuition of this method is that the features could contain enough diagnosis information when their frequencies in raw TCM FCRs reach a predefined threshold, and these features would be more important and informative for diagnosing than the rare features whose frequencies are under the predefined threshold [18] .
Mutual Information method
Mutual Information (MI) [18] is a more commonly used method in statistical language modeling for feature selection. Differing from DF, MI is a quantitative measurement of mutual dependence (or correlation) between a feature f and a class label c i rather than a simple measurement of the frequency of f in raw TCM FCRs (in this paper, c i is a syndrome label, i.e. a diagnosis result). The feature is more significant if it has stronger correlation with syndrome labels, in other words, the Mutual Information I(f, c i ) between f and c i is higher. I(f, c i ) is defined as follows.
where P(f|c i ) is the conditional probability of f given c i , and P(f) and P (c i ) are, respectively, the prior probabilities of f and c i in raw TCM FCRs. Then the global worth of f in raw TCM FCRs is evaluated by the following formula.
where m is the number of unique syndrome labels in raw TCM FCRs.
Information Gain method
Differing a lot from DF and MI, Information Gain (IG) [18] is used to measure the quantity of the diagnosis information that a feature contains, and it is often employed as a criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of a feature in the field of Machine Learning [18] . If a feature has stronger predictive role to one particular diagnosis result, then its IG value will be higher, i.e. it contains more diagnosis information and has higher distinguishability. In other words, the TCM doctor could give the diagnosis result as quick and confident as possible when this feature appears. The IG value of a feature f in raw TCM FCRs is defined below.
Pðc i jf Þ log Pðc i jf Þ ð 3:4Þ
where m is the number of unique syndrome labels in raw TCM FCRs, P(c i ) is the prior probabilities of c i in raw TCM FCRs, P(f) is the probability of f occurring in raw TCM FCRs and Pð f Þ is the probability that f does not occur in raw TCM FCRs. P(c i |f) is the probability of c i given f and Pðc i j f Þ is the probability that c i occurs without f.
Training and diagnosing module
As the main part in the framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs, training and diagnosing module will accomplish the missions that, firstly, it trains a diagnosis model based on the processed raw TCM FCRs, and then when a TCM practitioner inputs a new transcript, the module will predict an appropriate diagnosis result according to the trained model.
Based on manually well-structured datasets, several approaches have been employed in TCM automatic diagnosis research, such as Naïve Bayes classifier and Bayesian Network classifier [7] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13] , etc. In this paper, Naïve Bayesian classifier (NB) and Support Vector Machine classifier (SVM) are re-employed for TCM automatic diagnosis to investigate the availability of the features extracted, normalized and filtered after previous modules and study specialties of the classifiers in automatic diagnosis utilizing raw FCRs. For convenience, in this paper, the transcripts would be converted to a feature vector that each feature in the vector would be directly and uniformly assigned to binary weight (i.e. 1 (if the feature appears in the transcript) or 0 (if the feature does not appear in the transcript)).
Naïve Bayes classifier for TCM diagnosing
Naïve Bayes classifier (NB) is a typical generative model, which emphasizes the importance of prior knowledge and assumes that all features are independent given the class variables, and it has been applied widely in automatic diagnosis [7, 19, 20] . For TCM automatic diagnosis, NB focuses on finding the diagnosis principles which are contained in raw TCM FCRs, or rather discovering the quantitative relationships between a diagnosis feature vector and one of the syndrome labels.
NB for TCM automatic diagnosis uses the Bayes rule to compute the posterior probability of a syndrome label given a new clinical record, and it will output one syndrome label with highest posterior probability as the diagnosis result, i.e. given a new free-text clinical record fcr which could be featured in a vector F = (f 1 , f 2 , ..., f n ), where n is the number of features in fcr. F would be obtained after the processes of FCRs analysis module and normalization module and the features in F would also be filtered based on the results of feature selection module. The posterior probability of each syndrome label s i given fcr can be calculated by where P(s j ) could be directly estimated from raw TCM FCRs for training, and in order to tackle the issue of data sparsity, i.e. the problem of unseen features which problem the framework has to face up to. Therefore, in this paper, P(f j |s i ) is estimated based on Lidstone rule which is a smoothing method and shown as follows:
where N f j ;s i is the number of clinical records containing both f j and s i , and N s i is the number of clinical records whose diagnosis results are si in raw TCM FCRs for training. k and B are two constant and empirical values. k is usually small and B is often a very large value (it is often set to the vocabulary or feature size). In our experiment, k is assigned to 0.5 [21] , and the number of features generated after normalizing symptom names hidden in bigram lists in our dataset is approximately 20,000, and the number of features generated by dictionary-based method is comparatively small, thus B is set to 20,000.
Support Vector Machine classifier for TCM diagnosing
Contrasting with NB, Support Vector Machine (SVM) places emphasis on modeling the posterior P(s i |fcr) directly, i.e. automatically discovering the global diagnosis regularities from raw TCM FCRs directly.
The task of automatic diagnosis of TCM is a multi-class classification. A straightforward approach is to train a SVM for each syndrome label (i.e. one-against-rest strategy). However, it is not an elegant and excellent approach to solving multi-class classification problem. In our experiment, this problem is made up by LIBSVM [22] which is a well-known SVM tool for multi-class classification. The radial basis function is used as the kernel function of LIBSVM and the other parameters used in LIBSVM are assigned to default values.
Evaluation metrics
According to the characteristics of raw TCM FCRs (described in Section 2), a novel framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs has been designed, and several appropriate methods are investigated for each module of the framework. For evaluating the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed framework, three types of evaluation metrics are designed: (1) for appraising the ability of symptom name recognition, the recognition rate and recognition error rate are exercised; (2) for assessing the performance of normalization module, the normalization precision, recall and FMeasure are tested; (3) the diagnosis precision, recall and F-Measure are defined for comprehensively judging the feasibility and capability of the automatic diagnosis framework of TCM utilizing raw FCRs. These evaluation metrics are described in detail as follows.
Recognition rate and error rate
The recognition rate metric (RR rec ) and error rate metric (ERR rec ) are used for assessing the ability of symptom name recognition in the framework. Better recognition ability would be obtained, when higher RR rec and lower ERR rec are achieved. RR rec and ERR rec are formulated as follows. where |NSRC| is the number of symptom names recognized correctly, |NS| is the number of clinical symptom names in a raw TCM free-text clinical record dataset, and |SR| is the number of symptom names recognized. In this paper, two ways are trailed for judging the correctness of the recognized symptom names in the process of normalizing symptom names hidden in the bigrams lists. One is that: if a recog- Table 1 Names, purposes and compositions of the five datasets used in the framework. The related frequencies of syndrome labels in raw TCM FCRs dataset and Inputted test dataset are shown in Fig. 3 nized symptom name could match the symptom name appearing in that position of current clinical record partially, in other words, it is a sub-string of the symptom name in that position of current clinical record, and then the recognized symptom name is deemed to be correct. Another way is that: a recognized symptom name is correct, if and only if the recognized symptom name perfectly match the symptom name which should appear in that position of current clinical record.
RR

Normalization evaluation metrics
The normalization results are evaluated by normalization precision (Pre norm ), recall (Rec norm ) and F-Measure (FM norm ), and they are defined as follows: where |SNNC| is the number of symptom names normalized correctly, |SNN| is the number of symptom names normalized, and | NSN| is the number of nonstandard symptom names should be normalized in a raw TCM free-text clinical record dataset.
Evaluation metrics for automatic diagnosis performance
The diagnosis precision (Pre diag ), recall (Rec diag ) and F-Measure (FM diag ) are used not only for assessing the global performance of the proposed framework but also for evaluating the worth of FCRs analyzing module and normalization module in the framework, and they are defined as follows:
where |CDR| is the number of raw TCM FCRs correctly diagnosed, | DR| is the number of raw TCM FCRs diagnosed, and |AIR| is the number of all inputted raw TCM FCRs.
Results
In this section, based on several experimental datasets, the proposed framework is evaluated from several aspects introduced in Section 3.5, and the results are described below.
Experimental datasets
In this paper, three datasets are used. The first one is the 2008 SiJunZi Standard TCM Dataset (SJZSTCMD). It is a national standard dataset including 4950 prescriptions with 947 distinct symptom names. The second one is a clinical record dataset (CRD) which contains 7972 free-text clinical records with their corresponding diagnosis results, and it is collected by TCM doctors during their routine diagnostic work. There are 4465 distinct clinical symptom names contained in CRD, and they could be normalized to one of the 947 standard symptom names. The last one is a clinical-standard symptom name reference dataset, named EVALDATA. It consists of clinical symptom names with their standard forms and is manually constructed by TCM experts according to CRD and SJZSTCMD. In this paper, it is used to evaluate the results of symptom name normalization. Examples of these datasets are shown in Fig. 2 .
In order to simulate the diagnosis procedure of clinical practice to test the performance of the proposed framework, based on SJZSTCMD, CRD, and EVALDATA, five datasets mentioned in Fig. 1 are built, and the detailed introduction are listed in Table 1 . For convenience, all numbers in CRD, such as integers, decimals and fractions, are uniformly replaced by the character ''N" automatically in advance. Fig. 7 . Comparison of precisions obtained by different classifiers (NB and SVM) when the records which include low frequency syndrome labels (i.e. disease) in CRD are removed and all features are used by training and diagnosing module. In this figure, GT-N means the free-text clinical record in CRD would be used in the experiments when the frequency of its contained syndrome label appearing in raw FCRs is more than N times, and at the same time, the records containing the same syndrome labels are also removed from test data. 
Evaluation of symptom name recognition ability
The abilities of symptom name recognition in the processes of dictionary-based FCRs analysis method (DM) and normalizing symptom names hidden in the bigram lists generated by bigrambased method (NGBM) are evaluated based on the recognition rate metric and error rate metric.
The details of the evaluation results are shown in Table 2 . Under the rough measurement, NGBM has a good performance (RR rec = 97.52% and ERR rec = 7.38) on recognizing symptom names from the transcripts. It reveals that extracting the symptom names from raw TCM FCRs without the support of a complementary symptom name dictionary and, at the same time, just using the existing standard dada sources is possible and could be achieved.
RR rec of NGBM under the strict condition reduces from 97.52% to 69.18%, and ERR rec of NGBM rises by about 26.91%, the main reason for these results might be caused by the relatively simple ways to determine the potential symptom names and select the best normalization result. It indicates that more robust and advanced methods for recognizing clinical symptom names should be developed and investigated to improve the recognition performance. For example, more linguistic features of the symptom names or the transcripts should be considered to be brought into the recognition methods. And at the same time, these methods should not too much depend on the complementary symptom name dictionary. Thus huge amount of repeated labor to construct a complementary symptom name dictionary for TCM clinical researchers could be cut down. 
Evaluation of normalization performance
The normalization results are shown in Table 3 , and the introduced two types of normalization approaches (normalizing symptom names generated by dictionary-based method (NGDM) and normalizing symptom names hidden in the bigram lists generated by bigram-based method (NGBM)) are compared through Pre norm , Rec norm and FM norm .
The F-Measures of NGDM and NGBM are fairly acceptable. NGDM could obtain higher precision than NGBM due to its more accurate symptom name recognition ability. Meanwhile, higher recall is obtained by NGBM benefiting from its extensive and subtle coverage of symptom names. Nevertheless, using NGDM would result in huge amount of repeated labor. Therefore, NGBM is recommended. It does not depend on the complementary symptom name dictionary; however, its performance needs to be further improved.
Evaluation of automatic diagnosis
The automatic diagnosis results (Pre diag , Rec diag and FM diag ) of the proposed framework are represented in Figs. 4-6 under different experimental settings. The highest FM diag (39.15%) could be obtained by ''DM, DF, SVM". In these figures, it reveals that SVM could achieve better results than NB. Moreover, SVM could get much better Pre diag and FM diag in most cases when less features are used, although its Rec diag is slightly lower. It also reflects that global feature selection is considered unsuitable for NB in automatic diagnosis, and different feature selection strategies should be investigated or constructed when different types of classifiers are used.
In fact, in clinical practice, several types of disease in raw TCM FCRs only have a small number of referable clinical records and the diagnosis results of several inputted transcripts may not appear in raw TCM FCRs. This phenomenon is one of the reasons results in performance depreciation of automatic diagnosis (see Fig. 7 ). Therefore, as a further research, a more appropriate automatic diagnosis model should be designed in order to cope with this problem.
Through evaluating the automatic diagnosis results on diverse experimental condition, the worth, necessity and significance of FCRs analysis module, normalization module and feature selection module in the proposed framework are appraised as follows.
The results of the automatic diagnosis by taking different types of feature selection methods without the normalization process are shown in Figs. 8-13 . It reveals that the results are significantly improved through using SVM classifier. Only when the number of appearing times of all syndrome labels in CRD is higher than 40 and an appropriate feature selection method (e.g. DF or IG) is used, the performance of NB classifier for automatic diagnosis could begin to be improved. It also shows that although the results of Rec diag dropped slightly in most cases when use less features to diagnose, the results of Pre diag and FM diag by NB classifier have not reduced too much in most cases, even increased a lot by SVM. The results mirror that the clinical records with low frequency syndrome labels would affect the performance of automatic diagnosis. In other words, more knowledge of one disease we have, better performance of automatic diagnosis would be achieved.
In order to illustrate the necessity of the normalization module, the feature sets All-Feat and 100-Feat are normalized by the methods introduced in Section 3.2 (NB classifier and SVM classifier could achieve best FM diag by utilizing these feature sets) and NB classifier and SVM classifier are re-employed. The automatic diagnosis results are listed in Table 4 . It is obvious that more than half of the results after normalizing procedure are better. And most of the highest FM diag in each experiment group are achieved by NB and SVM classifiers when the symptom names are normalized. Moreover, not only the performance but also the efficiency of automatic diagnosis could be improved due to effective feature dimension reduction after symptom name normalization (average feature amount reduction ratio is about 8.52%). In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the normalization module in the framework of automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw FCRs is necessarily included.
Discussion
Although Pre norm and FM norm of NGBM in Table 2 is not high enough, it should be emphasized once more that the processes of segmenting the raw TCM FCRs into bigrams and then normalizing the symptom names hidden in the generated bigram lists do not need the extra support of a complementary symptom name dictionary. In other words, it could cut down huge amount of repeated for TCM practitioners and clinical researchers to construct and maintain a complementary symptom name dictionary. NGBM provides an instructional, valuable, and semi-supervised-like approach to extract symptom names from raw TCM FCRs. However, it is necessary to find more advanced NGBM-like methods in order to improve the accuracy of symptom name recognition and normalization results.
The proposed framework is very important and significant for practical aided diagnosis. It provides not only a feasible approach to help TCM researchers to automatically and effectively get scientific hypotheses and clinical diagnosis guidance from raw TCM FCRs directly, but also a referable way for TCM researchers that how to process and utilize raw TCM FCRs automatically. The automatic diagnosis results of the proposed framework have not competed against the other researchers'; however their results are achieved based on the manually well-structured datasets. Their work could not be directly and effectively applied to clinical practice due to the big difference between the well-structured datasets and the raw free-text clinical records. The listed results in Section 4 show that if there are sufficient raw TCM FCRs (i.e. each category of syndrome labels in raw TCM FCRs has sufficient number of clinical records (e.g. more than 40)), the proposed framework could achieve reasonable and acceptable performance in clinical practice.
Although the methods investigated in the proposed framework are traditional, the feasibility and effectiveness of the framework have been verified. With the rapid development of Natural Language Processing, Data Mining and Machine Learning methods, a volume of state-of-the-art methods have been developed, such as Chinese word segmentation and named entity recognition methods for structuring free-text and identifying named entities [23] , feature selection method for text classification [24] , and multi-class classification learning methods to automatic diagnosis [25, 26] , etc. These existing methods could be applied in our framework with minor alteration through taking the characteristics of raw TCM FCRs into account. At the same time, the study of diagnosis mechanism should be included in the automatic diagnosis procedure while better performance and higher practical value are aspired.
According to Fig. 3 , we could find that there are still a lot of difficulties exist and should be solved, such as how to diagnose more accurately when the syndrome labels are little in the knowledge dataset (i.e. how to take account of the rare disease), how to uninterruptedly learn diagnosis knowledge during a long time accumulating new clinical records in TCM clinical practice, etc. These problems bring not only huge challenges to TCM research but also opportunities to speed up the pace of traditional Chinese medicine modernization.
Conclusions
Automatic diagnosis of TCM utilizing raw free-text clinical records is an essential and vital task for applying TCM expert systems Table 4 Results of the FM diag of two types of automatic diagnosis methods using different feature selection methods with and without symptom name normalization procedure. All-FeatNorm and 100-Feat-Norm represent the features used to diagnose are normalized by normalization methods (i.e. BM or DM) described before. 
